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According to the difficulty of marker based motion reconstruction of human torso movements a reduced kinematic formulation
of the human spine is introduced, which describes the movement of the first thoracic vertebra in relation to the pelvis. The
formulation is for implementation in a multibody model of the human body. As a result the formulation offers convenience in
marker based motion capture and motion reconstruction via an optimization based kinematic approach and provides human-
like motion characteristics of torso motion.
1 Introduction
Human life is more and more influenced by machines, which already give support for a large range of his daily technical
activities. The rapid development in control systems and computer science allow for developing humanoid robots which can
interact autonomously with a human user and the application as service robot or household robot seems feasible. In order to
be accepted by the human user as a helpful assistant it is necessary that the robot not only has a human-like shape but also has
similar kinematical abilities and limitations. Its motion characteristics and movements should fit to human-like motions. Basic
human movements have to be investigated and understood and therefore, human-like kinematical and dynamical models are
used in simulation and they are combined with measurements of human movements. During the modeling process some body
regions need simplification for further transfer of their motion characteristics to a machine. This work presents the kinematical
simplification of spinal motion while maintaining the human-like character of the motion.
2 Biomechanical modeling and motion acquisition
The human body is from a mechanical point of view a system with more than 100 joints and a large number of degrees
of freedom and it is necessary to introduce approximation and reduction during the modeling process. In biomechanical
modeling the human body is usually described as a system of rigid bodies which are coupled by ideal joints. Therefore, the
significant kinematical properties of the human body are required, e.g. segmentation, segment lengths as well as joint types
and joint positions on the segments. In general, anthropometrical data are difficult to determine and moreover the data strongly
vary inter individually. This fact requires the combination of simulation models with measurement techniques to determine
the inner quantities of the system. An established method of acquiring human movements is marker based motion capturing
where selected points on the human body are tracked and merged to trajectories. The number of bodies in the further model,
the relation of a marker to a body and, thus, the topology of the system is already defined during the acquisition process. If
the motion characteristics of certain body regions characteristics is already known before the acquisition and bodies within
the region can be replaced through kinematical reduction to a kind of substitutional joint, the motion capturing process further
simplifies.
3 Methods
Starting with a detailed model of the lumbar and thoracic spine (see figure 1) with any vertebra modeled as a rigid body and
the joint axes placed similar to those of the human spine, the model consists of 17 rigid bodies and 51 degrees of freedom.
By introducing kinematical coupling between pairs of vertebrae, the number of dof is reduced to three (with 51 dependend









based on a measured
maximum motion range taken from medical literature [1]. Here, aij is the constant between vertebra i and vertebra j, αij,max
is the motion range between vertebra i and vertebra j and αl,max is the motion range between vertebra S1 and vertebra L5.
The structure of the reduced model is defined by the following kinematic equations,
R(q1, q2, q3) = rb + AbkAk(q1)[rk + Aker(q2, q3)] (1)
A(q1, q2, q3) = AbkAk(q1)AkeAe(q1, q2) (2)
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Fig. 1 Detailed multibody model and motion range between pairs of vertebrae
where R(q1, q2, q3) defines the position vector of vertebra T 1 relative to the pelvis and A(q1, q2, q3) defines the orientation
of T 1, both depending on three degrees of freedom q1, q2, q3. Figure 2 clarifies the kinematic context.
Here, q2 and q3 are the two degrees of freedom of the ellipsoid formu-





a · cos(q2) sin(q3)




and q1 is the axial dof.
Optimization is used to determine the missing parameters (a, b, c, rb, rk
and coordinates of the transformation matrices). The input for the opti-
mization is derived from the detailed model by generating surface plots
of T 1 for a given range of motion. Then, the ellipsoid is fitted into the
surfaces and the parameters are obtained.
4 Results and discussion
The derived reduced model offers convenience in motion capture applications. Using this kinematic context in a human-like
full-body model together with an optimization based approach for mapping motion capture data on the kinematic model, it
is not necessary to place markers in the torso region between pelvis and vertebra T 1. The resulting movements seem more
natural compared to models with a spherical joint representing torso kinematics.
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